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With a Little Help From My Friends

ecclesiastes

Confront the Myth of the Lone Ranger

“I realize the reason people work hard and try to succeed:
they are jealous of each other.  This, too, is useless, like
chasing the wind.”  Ecclesiastes 4:4

“Again I saw something here on earth that was useless:  I
saw a man who had no family, no son or brother.  He always
worked hard but was never satisfied with what he had.  He
never asked himself, ‘For whom am I working so hard?  Why
don’t I let myself enjoy life?’  This also is very sad and
useless.”  Ecclesiastes 4:7-8

“As much as we admire solo achievement, the truth is that
no lone individual has done anything of value.  The belief
that one person can do something great is a myth.  There
are no real Rambos who can take on a hostile army by
themselves.  Even the Lone Ranger wasn’t really a loner.
Everywhere he went, he rode with Tonto!”  —John Maxwell

Reasons We are Empty and Lonely:
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reoccupation with Self

enunciation of Need
“Spinning more plates doesn’t increase your talent;
it increases your likelihood of dropping a plate.”

solation of Fear

istraction of Greed

stimation of Importance

“People have been known to achieve more as a result of
working with others than against them.”

—Dr. Allan Fromme

“One is too small a number to achieve greatness.”
—John Maxwell

One of life’s greatest moments of genuine achievement is
when our lives begin to think in terms of “we” and not “me”.

Consider the V alue of a Partner

“Two people are better than one, because they get more
done by working together.  If one falls down, the other can
help him up.  But it is bad for the person who is alone and
falls, because no one is there to help.  If two lie down to-
gether, they will be warm, but a person alone will not be
warm.  An enemy might defeat one person, but two people
together can defend themselves.  A rope that is woven of
three strings is hard to break.”  Ecclesiastes 4:9-12

The Benefits of Partnership:

Partnership Increases Productivity
Two ways to decrease productivity . . .
1) Work alone
2) Work apart
“We should not only use all the brains we have,
but all that we can borrow.”  —Woodrow Wilson

Partnership Reduces Vulnerability
“I’ll lean on you and you lean on me and we’ll be
okay.”  —Dave Matthews Band

“There are no problems we cannot solve together,
and very few that we can solve by ourselves.”

—President Lyndon Johnson

Partnership Provides Safety
When you’re down and out, when you’re on the street,
When evening falls so hard, I will comfort you.
I’ll take your part.
Oh!  When darkness comes and pain is all around,
Like a bridge over troubled waters,
I will lay me down.

“Shared joy is a doubled joy, shared sorrow is half a
sorrow.”  —Swedish Motto

Partnership Increases Security
“Everyone needs someone to guard your blindside and
your backside.”


